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International Affairs began operations at the height of the most recent warlord era 
in China, a decade after the Qing dynasty had been overthrown and Republican 
China established, and a year after the Chinese Communist Party was founded. 
Over the next century, the journal performed a unique function in capturing 
key elements of how China evolved as an international actor within British, and 
largely western, discourses. 

A survey1 of the journal’s archives revealed growing interest in China across 
this period, with an average of 11 China-centric articles per decade to the 2000s, 
and a significant increase thereafter, to about 60 such articles in the 2010s. This 
coverage looks set to grow exponentially, especially with the expanded size of 
each issue—within the first 18 months of the 2020s, International Affairs has already 
published 25 articles on China. There has been one issue dedicated to China—
volume 92, issue 4 ( July 2016)2 focused on understanding Chinese foreign policy 
under President Xi Jinping—and a collection of articles in volume 73, issue 2 
(April 1997)3 examining China in the context of East Asia, as well as a collection 
on the politics of China’s Himalayan borders around the time of the Sino-Indian 
border war in 1962 (volume 38, issue 4).4 Additionally, significant analyses of key 
themes take place across several issues, including key domestic political events 
in China and developments relating to the civil war and the Second World War, 
articles on China around the Sino-Soviet split in the late 1960s, and sustained 
discussions on the future of Hong Kong during the 1980s.

This collection of 21 articles was chosen from a long list of 178. The latter 
was compiled on the basis of the significance of the topic and analysis, including 
the domestic politics of China, its external strategic activities, and variations on 
themes such as economics and security. Here, significance is understood as analysis 
of (a) a critical juncture in Chinese history and/or world affairs; and/or (b) an 
enduring problem or puzzle related to China and international affairs, regardless 

* This is an introduction to a collection of articles from the International Affairs archives, available at academic.
oup.com/ia in May 2022. These archive collections bring together voices from across the past century to 
explore issues that continue to impact our lives.

1 I thank Joseph Hills and Sita Sargeant for their valuable assistance in this survey.
2 https://academic.oup.com/ia/issue/92/4.
3 https://academic.oup.com/ia/issue/73/2.
4 https://academic.oup.com/ia/issue/38/4.
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of whether the issue was particularly newsworthy at the time of publication. 
In the final choice, I prioritized articles that were (i) written clearly from the 
perspective of, or privileging the analysis of perspectives of, China/the Chinese; 
and (ii) noteworthy in addressing China’s role in broader international affairs. 

This archive selection offers fascinating insight into a fluid and surprisingly 
varied hundred-year encounter, spanning key political developments within 
China and strategic junctures in the wider world, as well as ideology, economics, 
security, history and culture. As an exploration of a rapidly changing China, as 
well as the China that was in our minds, the survey also drew our attention to the 
evolution of those who interpreted China for International Affairs’ audiences. In 
the earlier decades, authors of China-centric articles tended to be practitioners—
diplomats, business people, missionaries—living and working in China, 
interspersed with a handful of prominent—usually reformist—Chinese leaders, 
diplomats and scholars who navigated Chatham House’s social circuits. From 
the 1970s onwards, there was a marked increase in authors who were overseas-
based scholars specializing in research on China. Earlier authors drew on their 
experiences living and working in China, or on historical and indirect sources 
to explain the country’s contemporary situation. In contrast, in recent decades, 
especially from the 2000s, the journal has increasingly published scholarship 
drawing on international relations or strategic studies theories and frameworks to 
explain Chinese foreign and security behaviour and policies. 

Authors in earlier decades had tended to locate China’s contemporary foreign 
policy within their own milieus; for example, most authors in the 1920s and 1930s 
acknowledged that the British were failing to engage with China due to a lack of 
understanding, and tried to provide information about China’s historical context 
to correct this shortcoming. Earlier authors also favoured making predictions about 
China’s future based on the country’s past. They primarily focused on China’s rela-
tions with the West, specifically Britain, and on the role of foreigners in facilitat-
ing China’s revolution and relationship with the world. In contrast, later authors 
located China within the broader international community and with regard to 
systemic or global issues. This clearly reflected China’s altered place in the world 
after the People’s Republic of China (PRC) joined the international community in 
the early 1970s, and especially since the PRC’s economic reforms and entry into the 
global economy in the 1980s. And with China’s subsequent resurgence as the central 
economic and strategic power in Asia and beyond, International Affairs articles unsur-
prisingly covered a widening arc of geographical domains and themes in exploring 
the world’s encounters with China, and vice versa, over the past three decades. 

In curating this collection, I have endeavoured to give a flavour of this 
fundamental transition from a British/western-centric conversation about the 
China in our minds, to a broader and more vibrant international dialogue about 
a China in, and of, the world. The selected articles are organized around five 
themes: Chinese history, society and nation; China and international order; 
China’s security and international relations; China’s neighbourhood; and China 
in the international political economy.
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Chinese history, society, nation 

The last century has been eventful for China, even by the standards set by its long 
and tumultuous history. While we cannot hope to capture comprehensively the 
transformations that have occurred through China’s social, political and economic 
revolutions during this time, these four articles highlight the enduring conun-
drums in nation-building and state-making for modern China. The 1911 revolu-
tion had erupted as part of imperial China’s delayed response to the multi-faceted 
challenges of western modernity, imperialism and industrialization. Thereafter, 
both the shorter-lived Nationalist regime from 1928, and the more sustained 
Communist Party rule since 1949, have grappled with China’s modernization 
project. Both emphasized a strong central state and single-party rule, ridding 
China of western imperialism, poverty alleviation and development, and sustained 
national industrialization. In the process, Nationalist and Communist efforts and 
visions have thrown up fundamental questions, in old and new guises. For what 
or which modernity ought China be striving? How can China best be governed? 
What is China? How to shape a world fit for China, and how to create a China 
fit for the world? 

HU Shih’s5 1926 article, ‘Renaissance in China’6 captures the spirit of 1910s and 
1920s Republican China—chaotic, internally riven and externally ostracized, yet 
breeding strong progressive and liberal voices. Hu addressed Chatham House at 
the height of nationalist and intellectual ferment in China. In the previous year, 
the Nationalist icon Sun Yat-sen7 had died, intensifying the internal power strug-
gles; and foreign police had killed striking factory workers in Shanghai, further 
inciting patriotic passions. The watershed in China’s crisis had been triggered 
earlier by outrage over western double-dealing at Versailles—which saw previ-
ously German-held parts of Shandong handed to Japan—epitomized by the 1919 
‘May Fourth’ student protests.8 A philosopher at Peking University, Hu was a 
protagonist in China’s New Culture Movement, members of the literati advocating 
a firm break with the past, the end of blind adherence to Confucianism, and a new 
period of deliberate learning from western civilisation. Hu focused on the vital 
literary revolution which would, during that decade, elevate vernacular Chinese 
in place of the classical Chinese reserved for scholars and officials, thus opening up 
mass literacy and political participation. He observed: ‘We want to be modernised 
...  But at the same time ...  We [have been] expected to perform a miraculous 
task: to change and to remain the same ...  But a new age has dawned ...  If we 
really want education, general and universal education, we must first have a new 

5 The Chinese convention is to place the first/family name before given name(s); however, some authors with 
Chinese names reverse this order when publishing in English. Where there is a possibility of confusion, I have 
used capital letters to indicate the author’s family name.

6 HU Shih, ‘The renaissance in China’, Journal of the Royal Institute of International Affairs 5: 6, 1926, pp. 265–83, 
https://doi.org/10.2307/3015743. 

7 Throughout the text, Chinese names and places are rendered using the pinyin system of transliteration, except 
where they occur in different form in author’s names, or if familiar names might be confused if altered.

8 The May Fourth movement, and the political and cultural pluralism of the prewar Republican period more 
broadly, have remained relevant over the course of modern Chinese history: see Rana Mitter, A bitter revolu-
tion: China’s struggle with the modern world (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004).

https://academic.oup.com/ia/article-abstract/5/6/265/2698815?redirectedFrom=fulltext
https://doi.org/10.2307/3015743
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language ...  which can be used and understood by tongue and ear and pen, and 
which will be a living language for the people’ (p. 271). Contemporary China-
watchers would have referenced the landmark vernacular Chinese novella, The 
true story of Ah Q, published pseudonymously by Lu Xun in 1921, offering the first 
critical commentary on the parochial and backward national character of the time. 
For the May Fourth generation, this new attitude of self-criticism and openness to 
new ideas was what would underpin China’s new encounter with the world; and 
for Hu’s movement, China’s path to modernity was decidedly western.

Speaking in 1935, TSIANG Tingfu presented a markedly different analysis of 
China’s twin crisis of governance and modernization in ‘The present situation in 
China’,9 making an eloquent case for semi-authoritarian unification and devel-
opment under a strong central state. Chiang Kai-shek’s Nationalist government 
had been in power since 1928, but was unable to pacify the Communists, and 
failing to check foreign aggression from Japan in Manchuria and the Soviet Union 
in Xinjiang. A noted Tsinghua historian—he trained, among others, John King 
Fairbank—Tsiang emphasised the 15 centuries of political unity that produced the 
‘very firm belief in the norm of one political organism for the whole of China’ 
(p. 497). As a prominent member of the Kuomingtang establishment—he served 
as President of the Executive Yuan after being China’s first ambassador to the 
League of Nations, and to the Soviet Union—Tsiang could speak with cosmo-
politan sophistication about the combination of social and political unification, 
and industrial and military development that the Nationalists saw as ‘necessary for 
the change from isolation to world life’ (p. 504). 

Within two years of Tsiang’s publication, war broke out with Japan, and the 
vision of stable central government and modern development for an internation-
alist Republican China ended.10 National unification under a strong central state 
was eventually achieved with the Chinese Communist Party’s (CCP) 1949 victory 
in the civil war that followed Japan’s defeat by the United States.11 But the key 
challenges of modernization and governance continued apace for the CCP, which 
often pursued radical means to address them. During the 1950s and 1960s, Inter-
national Affairs published articles analysing the political, economic and ideological 
dimensions of Communism in China, as well as the Cultural Revolution in the 
late 1960s.12 

9 T. F. TSIANG, ‘The present situation in China: a critical analysis’, International Affairs 14: 4, 1935, pp. 496–513, 
https://doi.org/10.2307/2603465.

10 Discussions about the Second Sino-Japanese War and the Pacific Theatre of the Second World War in this 
journal included E. A. Walden, ‘The Sino-Japanese war and the open door’, International Affairs 17: 5, 1938, pp. 
629–54; Kenzo Takayanagi, ‘A Japanese view of the struggle in the Far East’, International Affairs 18: 1, 1939, pp. 
29–55; Christopher Chancellor, ‘Japan in China’, International Affairs 18: 5, 1939, pp. 601–22; H. V. Redman, 
‘The problem of Japan’, International Affairs 20: 1, 1944, pp. 19–31; Josiah Crosby, ‘Observations on a post-war 
settlement in South-East Asia’, International Affairs 20: 3, 1944, pp. 357–68; G. W. Seabridge, ‘Some problems 
of the white man’s return to South-East Asia’, International Affairs 21: 2, 1945, pp. 196–205.

11 Coverage of the Chinese civil war in this journal included Kuangson Young, ‘The political position in China’, 
International Affairs 9: 5, 1930, pp. 652–63; Gilbert E. Hubbard, ‘The progress of China’, International Affairs 12: 
5, 1933, pp. 636–58; W. L. Holland, ‘Reconstruction and reform in China’, International Affairs 22: 4, 1946, pp. 
469–78; A. E. Marker, ‘A survey of economic problems in China’, International Affairs 25: 1, 1949, pp. 22–36.

12 These included Justin Little John, ‘China and Communism’, International Affairs 27: 2, 1951, pp. 137–50; H. J. 
Collar, ‘British commercial relations with China’, International Affairs 29: 4, 1953, pp. 418–28; G. F. Hudson, 

https://academic.oup.com/ia/article/14/4/496/2700053?login=true
https://academic.oup.com/ia/article/14/4/496/2700053?login=true
https://doi.org/10.2307/2603465
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When WANG Gungwu addressed Chatham House in October 1972 on 
‘Chinese society and Chinese foreign policy’,13 the People’s Republic of China was 
newly inaugurated in the international community via United Nations member-
ship (see next section) and diplomatic recognition from the United States and its 
major allies. An eminent Sinologist and historian of the Chinese diaspora, Wang 
explored the connections between key features of Chinese history and society 
and the major objectives of Communist China’s foreign policy. In explaining the 
centrality of Taiwan for the CCP, he laid fresh emphasis on the theme of national 
unity, observing that ‘it is not Taiwan itself that is important but rather its value 
as a symbol of the struggle to complete the Revolution by reunifying China. 
The recovery of Taiwan will make China one again’ (p. 617). Apart from estab-
lishing the CCP’s undisputed authority, recovering Taiwan would serve a deeper 
social function in determining what China was: reunification would remove the 
‘remnants of a traditional China’ that still stood as an alternative to the ‘new 
China’ of the CCP. This new, revolutionary China also aspired to be a model 
for the new world, not only by exporting ‘people’s war’ to other post-colonial 
independence movements in Africa and Asia. For Wang, the more important 
element was Maoist China’s ultimate record in transforming society in a way that 
presented an alternative to what they saw as decadent bourgeois capitalism or 
socialist revisionism. His sophisticated analysis of the limits of a culturally-bound 
Maoism in addressing social modernization helped to contextualize that China 
model. But presciently, Wang also observed that ‘Chinese leaders have tried to 
create something and their creation itself becomes part and parcel of their ultimate 
objective, which is to influence the course of world history’ (p. 619). This dynamic 
would intensify as China reformed and rose again within international society in 
the following decades, even as the nature and direction of the Chinese revolution 
and China model changed.

Writing a century after Versailles and May Fourth, and during the reign of 
the fourth CCP leader after Mao, Rosemary Foot reflected on how the tribula-
tions of removing China’s unequal international status continued to condition and 
‘deform’ Chinese attitudes towards the world despite China’s remarkable resur-
gence. In 2019, Foot saw less change than one might expect in official Chinese 
perceptions of world order, the nature of China’s relations with other states, 
and Chinese views of China’s place in international society—partly as a result of 
the CCP ‘Remembering the past to secure the present’.14 China’s experience of 
Japanese and western imperialism has fuelled a core of humiliation in the national 
identity and a strong streak of victimhood in its foreign relations,15 which have 

‘Communist ideology in China’, International Affairs 33: 2, 1957, pp. 176–84; Richard Harris, ‘China and the 
world’, International Affairs 35: 2, 1959, pp. 161–9; Joan Robinson, ‘The cultural revolution in China’, Interna-
tional Affairs 44: 2, 1968, pp. 214–27. 

13 WANG Gungwu, ‘Chinese society and Chinese foreign policy’, International Affairs 48: 4, 1972, pp. 616–24, 
https://doi.org/10.2307/2614127.

14 Rosemary Foot, ‘Remembering the past to secure the present: Versailles legacies in a resurgent China’, Inter-
national Affairs 95: 1, 2019, pp. 143–60, https://doi.org/10.1093/ia/iiy211. 

15 See especially Zheng WANG, Never forget national humiliation: historical memory in Chinese politics and foreign rela-
tions (New York: Columbia University Press, 2012); Manjari Chatterjee Miller, Wronged by empire: post-imperial 

https://academic.oup.com/ia/article/48/4/616/2665254
https://academic.oup.com/ia/article-abstract/95/1/143/5273541?redirectedFrom=fulltext
https://doi.org/10.2307/2614127
https://doi.org/10.1093/ia/iiy211
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significant social resonance. In many ways, the May Fourth spirit lives on. Thus, 
China’s continuing deep distrust of the West and Japan, its sense of entitlement, 
and the emphasis on building comprehensive national power are unsurprising. But 
this historical legacy also constitutes a political resource that the CCP stokes and 
harnesses, leading to its ‘frequent recourse to a form of nationalism that is both 
a response to and designed to strengthen a sense of national humiliation’ (p. 144). 
Foot helpfully highlights the ‘peculiar blend of superiority and insecurity’ in the 
contemporary Xi Jinping-led claims to national rejuvenation, an achievement the 
maintenance of which is based on remembering ‘the role of the party as saviour 
and the idea of the strong, developed party-state as the best guarantor of domestic 
and world order’ (p. 159). 

To date, this new modernized China blends communism, statist capitalist 
internationalism, and some elements of older beliefs about Chinese society, with 
new emphases on what to remember and what to forget about its history. In the 
current context of 2022, this process of remaking China is indelibly fused with 
China’s process of reshaping the world—a theme that is further explored in the 
following sections.

China and international order 

In the first five or six decades of this journal, China stood outside the international 
society of which Britain regarded itself a core member and leader. After 1949, 
the People’s Republic of China was discussed in the journal as part of the task 
of deciphering Cold War communist threats, or in terms of postwar economic 
reconstruction and opportunities in the Far East. Indeed, during the 1950s, while 
largely withholding diplomatic recognition of the PRC in favour of the Republic 
of China (ROC) or Taiwan where the Nationalists had fled at the end of the civil 
war,16 many in the west believed that the PRC might be a passing phase, with 
CCP rule endangered by its economic and ideological excesses. China’s role in, 
and impact upon, international order began to be more explicitly addressed by 
International Affairs’ authors from the early 1960s, when the Sino-Soviet split had 
become obvious, and Communist China’s foreign and strategic policies seemed 
to have more independent potential for systemic impact. Two developments in 
1964 marked the PRC’s arrival as a major international power. In January, France 
became the first western nation since the Korean War to break ranks with the 
United States and to transfer formal diplomatic recognition from the ROC to the 
PRC. Then, on 16 October, the PRC exploded its first nuclear device, prompting 
United Nations Secretary-General U Thant to call for five-power disarmament 
talks among the global club of nuclear powers, which now included Communist 
China alongside the US, Soviet Union, Britain and France.

ideology and foreign policy in India and China (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2013).
16 Britain was the exception, having recognised the PRC while withdrawing recognition of the ROC in 1950, 

although reciprocal normalization of diplomatic relations had to wait until 1972. See, for instance, David C. 
Wolf, ‘“To secure a convenience”: Britain recognizes China—1950’, Journal of Contemporary History 18: 2, 1983, 
pp. 299–326.
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CCP leaders capitalized on China’s new status by suggesting alternative inter-
national nuclear disarmament talks, and proposing a draft bilateral ‘no first use’ 
agreement with the United States. Walter C. Clemens’s 1965 article ‘Sino-Soviet 
dispute: dogma and dialectics on disarmament’17 gathered these related themes 
into a contemporaneous analysis that highlighted China’s entry into the great 
power club. Prior to 1964, Cold War disarmament would have been discussed 
within the bilateral super-power context, as befitting the first phase of detente 
that followed the Cuban Missile Crisis of 1962. By 1965, Clemens was analysing 
the effects of the Sino-Soviet dispute on the evolving international disarmament 
regime, in the expectation that the fact that Chinese views differed from those of 
the Soviets would matter in the bigger scheme of things.18 Their disagreements 
over disarmament exposed disparities not only in ideology, but also power and 
status. The USSR’s growing power trajectory had moderated its views on violence 
as a necessary part of revolution and disarmament as a tactic to divide the capitalist 
opposition, and Clemens saw the possibility of the PRC following a similar path. 
In the short term, Beijing might ‘refuse all limitation of nuclear weaponry until 
she had attained some kind of parity with the other members of the atomic club 
...  exploit its incipient nuclear force—even before it obtained a powerful delivery 
system—for political bargaining and pressure’. However, Clemens hoped for a 
similar mellowing of doctrine and policy as had occurred in Moscow over the 
medium-term, when ‘one could anticipate a growing realism in Chinese strategic 
discussions concerning the consequences of nuclear war’ as it became more of a 
status quo power (p. 220). 

The other immediate impact of the PRC going nuclear was felt in 1965 when, 
for the first time since 1950, the annual vote in the UN General Assembly resulted 
in a tie on the question of whether Chinese representation ought to be held by the 
ROC or PRC. Despite its victory in the Chinese civil war and control over 800 
million people on the mainland, the CCP had been kept outside the community of 
nations by the United States and non-communist partners that resisted replacing 
the ROC on both its General Assembly and Security Council seat in the UN. In 
his article ‘China and the United Nations’,19 published just before what turned out 
to be the final, decisive UN vote in October 1971, Evan Luard outlined the inter-
national contest over the China seat since 1950. In the 1970 vote, a slim majority 
of the General Assembly had voted in favour of admitting the PRC in place of the 
ROC, though this did not have an effect due to a majority also voting in favour of 
a US-backed resolution that matters of representation were ‘important questions’ 
requiring two-thirds majority approval. Luard emphasized arguments against the 
ROC’s ejection from the UN, outlining various solutions that had been floated 
over the years for retaining both Chinas. Such efforts would come to nothing on 

17 Walter C. Clemens, Jr, ‘The Sino-Soviet dispute: dogma and dialectics on disarmament’, International Affairs 
41: 2, 1965, pp. 204–22, https://doi.org/10.2307/2610616.

18 For a more bilaterally focused discussion of the Sino-Soviet dispute, see John Gittings, ‘Co-operation and 
conflict in Sino-Soviet relations’, International Affairs 40: 1, Jan. 1964, pp. 60–75.

19 Evan Luard, ‘China and the United Nations’, International Affairs 47: 4, 1971, pp. 729–44, https://doi.
org/10.2307/2625680.

https://academic.oup.com/ia/article/41/2/204/2667833
https://academic.oup.com/ia/article/41/2/204/2667833
https://academic.oup.com/ia/article/47/4/729/2546665
https://doi.org/10.2307/2610616
https://doi.org/10.2307/2625680
https://doi.org/10.2307/2625680
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25 October 1971, when the General Assembly first voted against the ‘important 
question’ resolution, and then, by a simple majority, voted to replace the ROC 
with the PRC. Luard’s analysis of the possible impacts of the PRC’s admission 
into the UN significantly foreshadowed what was to come: China was indeed not 
necessarily disruptive and did not always work in tandem with the Soviet Union, 
and China’s membership in the official international community did change the 
complexion and capacity of peacekeeping operations,20 and facilitate the eventual 
peace process in Indochina. 

Thus in 1971, Communist China formally took its place in the postwar inter-
national community, and with the Sino-American rapprochement the following 
year, began its journey into the US-led world order. This constituted the most 
significant shift in the Cold War order—which now became decisively tripolar 
and less ideological—and it laid the foundations for China’s resurgence. The next 
two articles offer insight into China’s dynamic encounter with this multi-faceted 
international order in the subsequent decades.

In ‘China and liberal hierarchies in international society’ (2016),21 Yongjin 
ZHANG unpacked some crucial elements of the international order, which 
had only grown more complex with the ending of the Cold War around 1990. 
This conceptually sophisticated article examined China’s entanglement—as an 
emerging power with an authoritarian regime—with the liberal global order, 
and how Beijing navigates and negotiates normative change. In the context of 
a discourse too often focused on whether China is a revisionist power, Zhang 
exposed the inadequacies of the assumption of a singular ‘liberal’ status quo order 
that China is supposed to be challenging. Mobilizing a quintessentially English 
School theoretical approach22, Zhang reminds us that the international order 
remains hierarchical, encompassing a plurality of values and political identities 
seeking recognition, and therefore endemically contested. He sees the global order 
as constituted by three hierarchical liberal constructs: ‘the legalized hegemony 
embodied in the liberal pluralism based on the United Nations Charter; the 
changing normative order of an emerging solidarist and anti-pluralist formation, 
with its deliberate creation of unequal sovereigns; and the liberal global governance 
order, which calls for leadership and responsible management on the part of Great 
Powers’ (p. 798). Rising within this complex order it perceives not to be of its own 
making, China, Zhang argued, adopted three differentiated strategic approaches: 
defending liberal pluralism in the legalized hegemony; contesting liberal cosmo-
politan anti-pluralism in the changing normative order; while endorsing state-
centric solidarism with regard to the construction of a liberal global governance 
order. 

20 For example, see Katharina P. Coleman and Brian L. Job, ‘How Africa and China may shape UN peacekeeping 
beyond the liberal international order’, International Affairs 97: 5, 2021, pp. 1451–68.

21 Yongjin ZHANG, ‘China and liberal hierarchies in global international society: power and negotiation for 
normative change’, International Affairs 92: 4, 2016, pp. 795–816, https://doi.org/10.1111/1468-2346.12652. 

22 Other key English School interventions in this debate in this journal include Andrew Hurrell, ‘Hegemony, 
liberalism and global order: what space for would-be Great Powers?’, International Affairs 82: 1, 2006, pp. 1–19; 
Ian Clark, ‘China and the United States: a succession of hegemonies?’, International Affairs 87: 1, 2011, pp. 
13–28.

https://academic.oup.com/ia/article/92/4/795/2688063
https://doi.org/10.1111/1468-2346.12652
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Doubtless, the preferences of China, as what Zhang called ‘the second among 
equals’ in the great power club, matter greatly for understanding the contention 
between pluralism and solidarism in the changing raison de système of contemporary 
global international society. From an explicitly Chinese point of view, the promi-
nent liberal scholar at Fudan University, WU Xinbo, concurred with Zhang’s 
diagnosis.23 In ‘China in search of a liberal partnership international order’ (2018),24 
Wu outlined Chinese visions of such an order as consisting of disaggregated goals 
in three realms: an open economic order, a relatively more equal political order and 
a cooperative security order. Wu explained that Beijing wants to preserve or even 
expand the liberal features of the prevailing order, while curtailing its hegemonic 
(or, as Zhang puts it, hierarchical) nature. Instead of attempting to overturn the 
current order, China would pursue selective and incremental adjustments that 
over time will lead to an orderly transition. Still, given current constraints, China 
cannot shape the emerging order in the same way as the United States did in the 
post-Second World War period. Wu returns us to the centrality of US–China 
mutual adjustments by predicting that the form and tempo of the order transition 
will depend largely on the outcome of Sino-US negotiation.

China’s security and international relations

From its earliest decades, International Affairs has not lacked coverage of war, 
conflict and strife when it comes to China. But the PRC’s economic and polit-
ical reforms from the 1980s caused more systematic attention to be paid to how 
China’s security concerns, policies and strategies would increasingly impact inter-
national relations, the great power contest, and therefore global security. To date, 
the most high-profile Chinese leader to have published in International Affairs is 
the then-PRC Premier ZHAO Ziyang, whose article ‘The objectives of China’s 
foreign policy’25 was based his Chatham House speech delivered on 6 June 1985. A 
noted reformist during the post-Mao Deng Xiaoping era, Zhao introduced market 
reforms in Sichuan (Deng’s home province) and the stock market and financial 
reforms for China, before leading political reforms and being ousted as a result of 
his support for pro-democracy protestors at Tiananmen in 1989. As a clear state-
ment of China’s new strategy during the 1980s era of ‘opening up’, Zhao’s speech 
replaced Beijing’s earlier emphasis on the ‘three worlds’ (superpowers, industral-
ized West, developing countries)26 with something more akin to one world, with 
two key strategic divides. China had key stakes in both divides: the super power-

23 For another analysis based on similar emphasis on China’s acknowledgment of the US-hegemonic order and 
pursuit of a multi-faceted strategy of regional and global ties to thwart any US effort to interrupt its primary 
domestic development objectives, see Rosemary Foot, ‘Chinese strategies in a US global hegemonic order: 
accommodating and hedging,’ International Affairs 82: 1, 2006, pp. 77–94.

24 WU Xinbo, ‘China in search of a liberal partnership international order’, International Affairs 94: 5, 2018, pp. 
995–1018, https://doi.org/10.1093/ia/iiy141.

25 ZHAO Ziyang, ‘The objectives of China’s foreign policy: for lasting peace, increased friendly cooperation 
and co-prosperity’, International Affairs 61: 4, 1985, pp. 577–80, https://doi.org/10.2307/2617703.

26 See also Herbert S. Yee, ‘The Three World Theory and post-Mao China’s global strategy’, International Affairs 
59: 2, 1983, pp. 239–49.

https://academic.oup.com/ia/article-abstract/94/5/995/5092100?redirectedFrom=fulltext
https://academic.oup.com/ia/article/61/4/577/2583167
https://academic.oup.com/ia/article/61/4/577/2583167
https://doi.org/10.1093/ia/iiy141
https://doi.org/10.2307/2617703
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led East–West conflict with implications for world peace, in which Beijing would 
retain an independent stance; and the North–South development gap, in which 
China featured as a developing socialist country trying to overcome ‘poverty 
and backwardness’ (p. 577). This statement of official PRC diplomatic strategy—
emphasizing China’s independent foreign policy, its dual identity as major power 
and developing country, the Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence, the search 
for international cooperation on equal terms—has remained largely unchanged 
to this day. 

Balancing out the update on diplomacy is Gerald Segal’s 1988 analysis of a 
decade of reforms in China’s defence sector, ‘As China grows strong’.27 Segal 
argued that this first stage of the PRC’s defence modernization (entailing doctrine, 
weapons systems, organization and civil–military relations) had important impacts 
on China’s domestic politics and foreign policy. It reinforced the contemporary 
leaders’ strategy of strength by improving China’s ability to manoeuvre between 
the US and USSR, influence the military balance and arms control negotiations, 
exert power in Asia, and export arms and ideas elsewhere in the world. While in 
the short term, ‘a stronger China is a more peaceful China’, Segal warned that, 
‘on balance, a stronger China is one with wider global commitments but fewer 
responsibilities and less caution’ (p. 231), if only because its growing military 
power could fuel the clear potential for conflict with almost all of its neighbours.28

At the global level, the persistence of a tripolar structure beyond the Cold War 
was nowhere clearer than in the strategic nuclear balance. Writing in 2011, more 
than three decades into China’s military modernization process, Baohui ZHANG 
highlighted the rising prominence of strategic nuclear deterrence in Sino-US 
relations, even as the Obama administration reached agreement with Russia on a 
new START treaty to limit offensive nuclear weapons.29 In ‘US missile defence 
and China’s nuclear posture’,30 Zhang examined China’s continued active expan-
sion of its offensive capabilities, which seemed based on the perception that US 
missile defence capability degraded the viability of China’s existing nuclear deter-
rence. Despite being a relatively smaller-sized nuclear power, China’s nuclear arms 
and posture have disproportionate international significance because of the shared 
security complex and Sino-American conflict flash-points in East Asia and the 
Pacific. Zhang’s emphasis on the importance of Obama’s strategic restraint, arms 
control efforts, and ideal of a nuclear-free world in reassuring China highlights 
the deterioration of mutual nuclear assurance since then. The offence–defence 
arms race continues apace. Notably, earlier efforts to limit the space race have 
failed, with the US restarting space-based missile defence efforts since 2018,31 and 

27 Gerald Segal, ‘As China grows strong’, International Affairs 64: 2, 1988, pp. 217–31, https://doi.org/10.2307/2621848.
28 In his last publication in 1999, Segal revised this prognosis, suggesting that China’s power had been exagger-

ated: see Barry Buzan and Rosemary Foot, eds, Does China matter? A reassessment: essays in memory of Gerald 
Segal (London: Routledge, 2004).

29 On the New Start Treaty, in force for 15 years from February 2011, see https://www.state.gov/new-start/. 
30 Baohui ZHANG, ‘US missile defence and China’s nuclear posture: changing dynamics of an offence–defence 

arms race’, International Affairs 87: 3, 2011, pp. 555–69, https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1468-2346.2011.00990.x.
31 National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2018, Public Law 115-91 (2017): Sec. 1688, at: https://www.

congress.gov/115/plaws/publ91/PLAW-115publ91.pdf. 

https://academic.oup.com/ia/article/64/2/217/2568070
https://academic.oup.com/ia/article/87/3/555/2417103
https://academic.oup.com/ia/article/87/3/555/2417103
https://doi.org/10.2307/2621848
https://www.state.gov/new-start/
https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1468-2346.2011.00990.x
https://www.congress.gov/115/plaws/publ91/PLAW-115publ91.pdf
https://www.congress.gov/115/plaws/publ91/PLAW-115publ91.pdf
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China reportedly developing advanced space capability, including nuclear-capable 
hypersonic able to elide missile defence systems.32 

During the first decade of the twenty-first century, China’s global and 
regional resurgence was increasingly felt across the military, economic and polit-
ical realms. In 2009, the new Obama administration took special notice when 
high-level Chinese officials referred to China’s territorial claims in the South 
China Sea as a ‘core interest’—non-negotiable policy positions akin to those on 
Taiwan, Xinjiang and Tibet. In the subsequent years, Chinese leaders were in turn 
offended by Obama’s policy of ‘pivoting’ to Asia, even as Beijing pursued assidu-
ously its maritime claims (see below). Jinghan ZENG, Yuefan XIAO and Shaun 
Breslin’s 2015 article, ‘Securing China’s core interests’33 contributed to under-
standing not only this growing insecurity spiral, but also the rapidly changing 
discursive context within China about the nation’s security strategy and policies. 
Their survey of Chinese scholarly publications is one of the growing number of 
such studies since the late 1990s, which analysed the increasing volume and scope 
of Chinese-language scholarship and commentary, with the purpose of bringing 
them to bear in the English-language debates. Unsurprisingly given the pluraliza-
tion of the domestic discourse within China about some aspects of foreign policy 
during this time, Zeng, Xiao and Breslin found that what exactly constituted 
China’s ‘core interests’ was vague and open to question in the Chinese discourse, 
despite its increasing use by the government to legitimize its diplomatic actions 
and claims. Importantly, the authors point out that this vagueness also provided a 
grab-bag of wide-ranging Chinese opinions from which external observers could 
selectively extract support for the latter’s pre-existing views on the nature of 
China as a global power.

The last article in this section, ‘The great Chinese surprise’ (2020),34 continues 
the narrative arc of turning the focus towards Chinese views of China’s security 
and international relations. Xiangfeng YANG presents the Chinese side of the coin 
in Sino-American mutual misperceptions at a time when we appear to be on the 
cusp of a possible de-coupling between the world’s two most important econo-
mies. US dissatisfaction with newly-risen China came to a head during the Trump 
administration, loudly expressed as disappointment that China did not become 
‘like us’ despite decades of engagement and favourable treatment. Yang showed 
that the Chinese too, had been unduly optimistic about the state of relations with 
the United States, and were thus caught off-guard by Trump’s antagonism over 
trade, technology and myriad regional security problems. Despite over forty years 
of official relations and multi-faceted interactions with the Americans, Chinese 
policy-makers and intellectual elites miscalculated Trump’s intentions and collec-
tively misread US strategic reorientation towards China. Yang’s explanations are 

32 https://www.ft.com/content/ba0a3cde-719b-4040-93cb-a486e1f843fb; https://www.washingtonpost.com/
politics/2021/10/21/what-did-china-test-space-exactly-why/. 

33 Jinghan ZENG, Yuefan XIAO and Shaun Breslin, ‘Securing China’s core interests: the state of the debate in 
China’, International Affairs 91: 2, 2015, pp. 245–66, https://doi.org/10.1111/1468-2346.12233.

34 Xiangfeng YANG, ‘The great Chinese surprise: the rupture with the United States is real and is happening’,  
International Affairs 96: 2, 2020, pp. 419–37, https://doi.org/10.1093/ia/iiz251.

https://academic.oup.com/ia/article/91/2/245/2199813
https://academic.oup.com/ia/article-abstract/96/2/419/5722297?redirectedFrom=fulltext
https://www.ft.com/content/ba0a3cde-719b-4040-93cb-a486e1f843fb
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2021/10/21/what-did-china-test-space-exactly-why/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2021/10/21/what-did-china-test-space-exactly-why/
https://doi.org/10.1111/1468-2346.12233
https://doi.org/10.1093/ia/iiz251
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notable for their mirror-image quality, as these two powers become what Ameri-
cans have come to call ‘near-peer competitors’. For example, the groupthink and 
binary categories that underlie ingrained Chinese beliefs about the ‘pendulum 
swings’ or the ‘bickering couple’ relationship and lulled officials and scholars 
into undue optimism about the stability of the broader relationship, are also 
commonly highlighted problems in US policy-making vis-à-vis China. Similarly, 
the difficulties of America-watching that Yang highlighted—especially the wide 
range of policy actors, institutions and stakeholders that had built up resentment 
against Chinese practices and became involved in measures against China—are 
now paralleled by the problems facing watchers of China’s increasingly plural 
political economy.

China’s neighbourhood

One of the liveliest areas of China-centric analysis in this journal is Chinese behav-
iour, intent and strategy in its surrounding regions. It is worth noting that China 
has a lot of neighbourhood—a fact that seems to have taken many observers by 
surprise with the advent, circa 2013, of Xi Jinping’s explicit policies of connecting 
these peripheries with each other and with China under the chapeau of the ‘Belt 
and Road Initiative’ (BRI). In this selection of five articles that cannot begin to 
be comprehensive, I have privileged discussions of East Asia, which is arguably 
contemporary China’s most strategically volatile periphery.35 Here, Beijing has 
confronted two sets of slightly different imperatives: the ongoing problem of 
national unification; and, especially since the 2000s, the growing ability and desire 
to mould and shape its international peripheries (suzao zhoubian).

Unsurprisingly, Hong Kong has been the aspect of China’s unification of most 
interest to Chatham House, and discussions in International Affairs peaked during 
the Thatcher era due to negotiations about the handover of the territories when the 
British concession expired in 1997.36 Michael Yahuda’s 1993 article, ‘Hong Kong’s 

35 This journal has published significant discussions, at important junctures, about other parts of China’s neigh-
bourhood, including: Basil Gould, ‘Tibet and her neighbours’, International Affairs 26: 1, 1950, pp. 71–76; K. 
S. Shelvankar, ‘China’s Himalayan frontiers: India’s attitude’, International Affairs 38: 4, 1962, pp. 472–84; Pao-
Min Chang, ‘Some reflections on the Sino-Vietnamese conflict over Kampuchea’, International Affairs 59: 3, 
1983, pp. 381–89; Chihiro Hosoya, ‘Japan, China, the United States and the United Kingdom, 1951–2: the case 
of the “Yoshida Letter”’, International Affairs 60: 2, 1984, pp. 247–59; Joseph Y. S. Cheng, ‘China’s Japan policy 
in the 1980s’, International Affairs 61: 1, 1984, pp. 91–107; Christopher Hughes, ‘Japan’s response to China’s rise: 
regional engagement, global containment, dangers of collision’, International Affairs 85: 1, 2009, pp. 837–56; 
Xiaoyu Pu, ‘Ambivalent accommodation: status signalling of a rising India and China’s response’, International 
Affairs 93: 1, 2017, pp. 147–63; James D. J. Brown, ‘Japan’s security cooperation with Russia: neutralizing the 
threat of a China–Russia united front’, International Affairs 94: 4, 2018, pp. 861–82; Kei Koga, ‘Japan’s ‘Indo-
Pacific’ question: countering China or shaping a new regional order?’, International Affairs 96: 1, 2020, pp. 
49–73.

36 F. C. Benham, ‘The growth of manufacturing in Hong Kong’, International Affairs 32: 4, 1956, pp. 456–66; 
Gordon Lawrie, ‘Hong Kong and the People’s Republic of China: past and future’, International Affairs 56: 2, 
1980, pp. 280–95; Joseph Y. S. Cheng, ‘The future of Hong Kong: a Hong Kong ‘belonger’s’ view’, Interna-
tional Affairs 58: 3, 1982, pp. 476–88; Lydia Dunn, ‘Hong Kong after the Sino-British declaration’, International 
Affairs 61: 2, 1985, pp. 197–204; Joseph Y. S. Cheng, ‘Hong Kong: the pressure to converge’, International 
Affairs 63: 2, 1987, pp. 271–83; Herbert S. Yee and Wong Yiu-Chung, ‘Hong Kong: the politics of the Daya 
Bay nuclear plant debate’, International Affairs 63: 4, 1987, pp. 617–30; Joseph Y. S. Cheng, ‘The democracy 
movement in Hong Kong’, International Affairs 65: 3, 1989, pp. 443–62. 

https://academic.oup.com/ia/article/69/2/245/2406593
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future’,37 spotlighted the unprecedented character of these prolonged and diffi-
cult negotiations about three-quarters into the process. This analysis was written 
eight years after the 1984 Sino-British Joint Declaration committing to a ‘vague 
and untested’ ‘one country, two systems’ formula by which Beijing was supposed 
to uphold ‘a high degree of autonomy’ in Hong Kong—a commitment that was 
fatally undermined by the CCP’s brutal crackdown on the 1989 Tiananmen protes-
tors, which indelibly polarized Hong Kong opinion. At the start of Chris Patten’s 
tenure as the last Governor of Hong Kong, Yahuda observed that the former’s 
proposals for increased democracy in the territory were a double-edged sword. 
Yet they did facilitate a more representative political system and a more respon-
sible legislature, a crucial and ongoing consideration given that, ‘even though the 
negotiations are so constructed as to make this a Sino-British problem, it is in fact 
a Sino-Hong Kong problem as the people of Hong Kong will have to live with 
the consequences and make them work’ (p. 264). 

At the time, Beijing linked the return of Hong Kong to the question of Taiwan 
through the common principle of ‘one country, two systems’. Yet this created the 
no-win situation that Yahuda identified and that China continues to face today: 
even if the experiment had been a success in Hong Kong, it would not neces-
sarily buy Beijing any favours in Taiwan; instead, the severe problems that have 
arisen in the handling of Hong Kong rebound unfavourably in Taiwan. George 
Crane’s contemporaneous analysis of ‘China and Taiwan’38 in 1993 also serves to 
highlight the other connection between these two conundrums: the importance of 
geography and economics. Drawing on the newly published—and subsequently 
extremely influential—typology of interdependence in international relations by 
Keohane and Nye,39 Crane examined the potential for expanding trade and invest-
ment between Taiwan and the mainland to spill over into closer political ties and 
thus eventual integration. However, he highlighted as crucial variables domestic 
politics and conceptions of national security that would help determine the poten-
tial of such outcomes—a claim that resonates soundly with current research on 
the political and security impacts of many of its neighbours’ unprecedented levels 
of economic interdependence with China nearly three decades later.40

As discussed in earlier sections, by the mid-2010s, China’s rapid economic 
ascendance was accompanied by a more prominent and activist political and 
security posture, certainly within East Asia. Beijing’s growing military projec-
tion capabilities, assertiveness over territorial disputes in the East and South China 
Seas, and willingness to deploy economic sanctions against neighbouring states 

37 Michael Yahuda, ‘Hong Kong’s future: Sino-British negotiations, perceptions, organization and political 
culture’, International Affairs 69: 2, 1993, pp. 245–66, https://doi.org/10.2307/2621593.

38 George T. Crane, ‘China and Taiwan: not yet “Greater China”’, International Affairs 69: 4, 1993, pp. 705–23, 
https://doi.org/10.2307/2620593.

39 Robert O. Keohane and Joseph S. Nye, Jr, Power and interdependence: world politics in transition (Boston: Little, 
Brown, 1977). Keohane and Nye derived the concept of ‘complex interdependence’ from the Harvard text-
book by Raymond Leslie Buell, International Relations (New York: Henry Holt, 1925). 

40 Examples from this journal include Selina Ho, ‘Infrastructure and Chinese power’, International Affairs 96: 6, 
2020, pp. 1461–85; May Farid and Hui Li, ‘International NGOs as intermediaries in China’s ‘going out’ strat-
egy’, International Affairs 97: 6, 2021, pp. 1945–62; Yuka Kobayashi and Josephine King, ‘Myanmar’s strategy 
in the China–Myanmar economic corridor: a failure in hedging?’, International Affairs 98: 3, 2022, pp. 1013–32.

https://academic.oup.com/ia/article/69/2/245/2406593
https://academic.oup.com/ia/article/69/4/705/2406629
https://doi.org/10.2307/2621593
https://doi.org/10.2307/2620593
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generated backlash from neighbours as well as the United States and its partners. 
In this climate, ZHANG Yunling’s 2016 article, ‘China and its neighbourhood’,41 
explained the evolution of Chinese policy in East Asia towards a new emphasis on 
neighbourhood diplomacy as its first priority. A leading senior regional specialist 
at the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, Zhang’s analysis was an accessible 
presentation of China’s contemporary policy adjustments in the face of growing 
tensions in the region, and helped to translate a reassuring message to international 
audiences. But Zhang also made a broader contribution by explaining a concep-
tual evolution that remains crucial for understanding the medium-term motiva-
tions of China’s neighbourhood strategy. Behind the rhetoric of the ‘community 
of shared interests and common destiny’ are two key ideas, which could lead 
equally to temperance or excess. First, now that China was back as the region’s 
major power, Beijing would approach its regional relationships not just as a series 
of bilateral issues, but as part of the overall relationship with its integral neigh-
bourhood region, which ‘must be taken as a single region closely connected ... 
of which China is an integral part and in which it plays an indispensable role’. 
Second, China now saw East Asia ‘as strategically indispensable in supporting 
China’s rise to Great Power status’ in the sense that ‘a good relationship with its 
neighbours [was] the foundation of its search for security’ (p. 839).

Overall, Zhang’s discussion was reassuring; he concluded that these two 
innovations required Beijing to keep in mind broader regional stability require-
ments and to ‘respect the interests and concerns of its neighbours’ (p. 848). The 
next article, published in the same year, zooms in on one of the East Asian flash-
points, the complex territorial disputes between China, Taiwan and the Southeast 
Asian claimants in the South China Sea. Zhang had stressed the need for Beijing to 
‘control and stabilise the overall situation’ there and to overcome the main problem 
of lack of trust with rival claimants. Adopting a wider international relations lens 
in ‘China’s ambition in the South China Sea’, Katherine Morton reminds us that 
these disputes occur in the context of an international maritime order that is itself 
undergoing transformation because of the need to accommodate new maritime 
powers (among them China), new maritime security threats like climate change, 
and to develop new conflict prevention mechanisms. Thus, in her analysis of the 
legal, strategic and political dimensions of China’s policy and practice in the South 
China Sea, Morton argued that Beijing was motivated by maritime nationalism—
claiming its role as Asia’s key ocean-faring great power (haiyang daguo)—rather 
than the quest for maritime hegemony per se. Coming at it from a more English 
School perspective, Morton nevertheless makes a similar observation to Zhang’s: 
thus far, Chinese assertiveness had strengthened China’s control, but undermined 
its legitimacy in the eyes of regional states, fuelling demand for US counterbal-
ancing. Legitimacy demands suggest that a sustainable maritime order must allow 
for political adjustment, and in the South China Sea this requires a multi-layered 
framework that gives China a vital role as one of the key regional powers. For its 

41 ZHANG Yunling, ‘China and its neighbourhood: transformation, challenges and grand strategy’, International 
Affairs 92: 4, 2016, pp. 835–48, https://doi.org/10.1111/1468-2346.12653.

https://academic.oup.com/ia/article/92/4/835/2688067
https://academic.oup.com/ia/article-abstract/92/4/909/2688094?redirectedFrom=fulltext
https://doi.org/10.1111/1468-2346.12653
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part, Beijing also stands to gain from integrating its ambition more fully within 
the evolving maritime order.

Turning to mainland Southeast Asia, Yao SONG, Guangyu QIAO-FRANCO 
and Tianyang LIU’s 2021 article ‘Becoming a normative power’42 returns to the 
question of how the combination of China’s economic and diplomatic resources 
might be turned into influence. As is characteristic of articles in the last two 
decades, these authors construct and employ a theoretical model, in this case 
based on the idea of ‘normative power’ originally associated with European case-
studies. Song et al. assess Chinese efforts to socialize the Mekong countries into 
accepting normative Chinese concepts, such as ‘community of shared destiny’, by 
‘mobilizing and reconfiguring their material and normative recourses’ through 
China’s infrastructure investment projects. Importantly, their analysis distin-
guishes between two major channels of China’s normative power: the organized, 
top-down diffusion that is state-led and elite-driven; and the bottom-up diffu-
sion of ideas occurring through Chinese presence, practices and interaction on 
the ground. Their study of Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam is significant because 
these are usually considered to be among the most constrained of China’s neigh-
bours, either in having to accommodate China due to geographical proximity 
and power asymmetry, or through ideological alignment due to their socialist 
political systems. Even in these supposedly ‘easy’ cases though, the authors find a 
significant split in the uptake of normative Chinese discourses, which have been 
accepted unevenly by the ruling elites, and notably shunned by civil societies in 
the region. The important reminder here is that targets of Chinese influence are 
often the key variable in explaining the outcomes of China’s efforts,43 and that 
this is a region ‘marked by a complex plurality of ideas, views and values’ (p. 1711).

China in the international political economy 

In the first two decades of the twenty-first century, China’s economy crossed several 
thresholds: it overtook the British and French in size in 2006, and more signifi-
cantly to many Chinese, in 2010 it overtook Japan to become the second-largest 
economy in the world. The question of China’s role and potential transformative 
effects in the global economy gained enormous salience over the past twenty years, 
and some influential analyses were published in this journal. Ngaire Woods’s 2008 
article, ‘Whose aid? Whose influence?’44 provided one of the earliest substantive 
interventions in the debate about whether China’s apparently ‘unconditional’ aid 
was bolstering rogue regimes, fuelling corruption and creating debt traps for poor 
countries. Woods noted the broader trend that rising economies—China, but also 
the United Arab Emirates, Brazil, Korea, India, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia—were 

42 Yao SONG, Guangyu QIAO-FRANCO and Tianyang LIU, ‘Becoming a normative power? China’s Mekong 
agenda in the era of Xi Jinping’, International Affairs 97: 6, 2021, pp. 1709–26, https://doi.org/10.1093/ia/
iiab168.

43 See Evelyn Goh, ed., Rising China’s influence in developing Asia (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2016).
44 Ngaire Woods, ‘Whose aid? Whose influence? China, emerging donors and the silent revolution in develop-

ment assistance’, International Affairs 84: 6, 2008, pp. 1205–21, https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1468-2346.2008.00765.x.

https://academic.oup.com/ia/article-abstract/97/6/1709/6384367?redirectedFrom=fulltext
https://academic.oup.com/ia/article/84/6/1205/2417102
https://doi.org/10.1093/ia/iiab168
https://doi.org/10.1093/ia/iiab168
https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1468-2346.2008.00765.x
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beginning to change international practices of foreign aid. The article’s subse-
quent influence stemmed from its explanation of why these emerging donors’ 
aid was attractive: because established donors had failed to deliver on promises 
to increase aid, reduce conditionality, better coordinate and align aid efforts, and 
reform the international aid architecture. Woods argued that China and other 
emerging donors were not necessarily aiming to overturn or replace the rules of 
multilateral development assistance. Nevertheless, their alternative sources of aid 
weakened the bargaining position of western donors. Woods’s analysis pointed to 
the urgency of reforming the multilateral aid system, which was no longer fit for 
purpose—a task that remains slow work in progress today.

Also ahead of the curve were Deborah Bräutigam and TANG Xiaoyang, whose 
2012 analysis of ‘Economic statecraft in China’s new overseas special economic 
zones’45 preceded the Xi government’s announcement of what came to be known 
as the BRI. In one of the earliest empirically-grounded studies of when, how 
and why the Chinese government intervenes in the overseas economic activities 
of its firms, Bräutigam and Tang highlighted that this ‘going out’ strategy helped 
to strengthen China’s resource security, enhance political relationships and soft 
power, and boost commercial opportunities for Chinese firms. Examining overseas 
special economic zones (SEZ) as one tool of Beijing’s economic statecraft, they 
found that these were overwhelmingly positioned as commercial projects. In this 
regard, within Asia especially, China seemed to be following in the footsteps of 
Japan. By comparison, in Africa the public discourse presented SEZs as a means to 
transfer China’s own development success, laying the groundwork for the interna-
tional projection of China’s developmental state model. This widely-cited article 
has helped to shape subsequent literatures on China’s economic diplomacy, statist 
development and the BRI.46

As the twenty-first century wears on, China’s greatest impact on the world 
economy may well occur in the realms of finance, as Beijing leverages the combined 
effects of production, trade, technological development and international 
standard-setting in transforming its domestic economy. Masanori Hasegawa’s 2018 
article reminds us about ‘The geography and geopolitics of the Renminbi’47 (RMB) 
as China attempts to internationalize its currency in this process, beginning in 
Asia. Privileging the regional level of analysis, Hasegawa countered the common 
assumption that China must implement full-scale financial liberalization in order 
for the RMB to become a dominant international currency. His analysis suggested 
that the RMB could become an Asian key currency even without full-scale liber-
alization, within the next ten to twenty years, with three conditions: moderate 

45 Deborah Bräutigam and TANG Xiaoyang, ‘Economic statecraft in China’s new overseas special economic 
zones: soft power, business or resource security?’, International Affairs 88: 4, 2012, pp. 799–816, https://doi.
org/10.1111/j.1468-2346.2012.01102.x.

46 See, for example, Deborah Bräutigam, Will Africa feed China? (New York: Oxford University Press, 2015); Min 
YE, Belt, road, and beyond: state-mobilized globalization in China, 1998–2018 (New York: Cambridge University 
Press, 2020); James A. Reilly, Orchestration: China’s orchestration across Asia and Europe (Oxford: Oxford Univer-
sity Press, 2021). 

47 Masanori Hasegawa, ‘The geography and geopolitics of the renminbi: a regional key currency in Asia’, Inter-
national Affairs 94: 3, 2018, pp. 535–52, https://doi.org/10.1093/ia/iiy020.

https://academic.oup.com/ia/article/88/4/799/2326574
https://academic.oup.com/ia/article/88/4/799/2326574
https://academic.oup.com/ia/article-abstract/94/3/535/4992399?redirectedFrom=fulltext
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Chinese diplomacy, continuing economic growth in China and new economic 
distress in the United States. From a Japanese point of view, Hasegawa’s concern 
was the potentially destabilizing geopolitical consequences of such a development: 
it would limit American use of seigniorage and US bonds to sustain its military 
deployment capabilities, and weaken the US ability to apply financial sanctions 
while increasing China’s capacity for economic statecraft. Other scholarship has 
shown clearly the financial underpinnings of hegemony, especially from the last 
power transition involving Britain and the United States.48 As current uncertain-
ties about international lending and economic decoupling grow, it seems obvious 
that analyses of international finance will feature more significantly in discussions 
about China’s power for the foreseeable future. 

48 See especially Charles Kindelberger, The world in depression, 1929–1939 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 
1986, revised and expanded edition); Andrew Walter, World order and world money: the role of hegemony and inter-
national monetary order (London: Harvester Wheatsheaf, 1991).




